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the registration process will generate a registration key which can be used to spawn the registered aircraft in the tacpack-savvy system. after the registration process has been completed, a number of your registered aircraft will appear in your aircraft list in the tacpack-savvy system, with a
description of their registration key and the aircraft data file they were registered with. the registration key is a unique identifier used to identify a specific aircraft in the tacpack-savvy system. the registration key is not stored in the tacpack-savvy system, but is only used during the

registration process to identify the aircraft. when an aircraft is registered, the aircraft data is copied to the tacpack-savvy system and it is identified with the aircraft's registration key. the registration key is also used to locate the aircraft in the tacpack-savvy system when it is spawned. if you
spawn an aircraft that was not registered in the tacpack-savvy system, the aircraft will appear in the tacpack-savvy system as invalid aircraft, and will have an empty registration key. when the aircraft is spawned, it will have an empty aircraft data file which may be filled with data. the data

file is the only data that is uploaded to the tacpack-savvy system, and is used to define the aircraft's appearance. aircraft have a variety of default appearance and weather settings which may be altered by the tacpack-savvy user. for example, the default landing gear configuration, the
default airbrakes, the default landing flaps, and the default wing flaps are all variables which can be changed. there is no limit to how much data may be added to an aircraft, as the tacpack-savvy system doesn't track the amount of data added to an aircraft. the maximum number of aircraft

that can be registered at once is 50.
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